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Thanks for being my customer!
I appreciate your

business and support.
This book is your bonus

and my gift to you.

You will LOVE my
Little Red Book of Selling.
RED is the color of passion

RED is the color of love
RED is the brightest color

RED is the most visible color
And RED is fire.

Your passion for excellence
will lead you to the mastery

of the Little Red
Principles of Selling.
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I WAS GOING TO
FOLLOW UP, BUT ...

“I was going to call that prospect, but a big bad boogieman
climbed out of my computer and bit me -- I swear -- look
at the byte marks.”

“I was going to call that guy for a decision but I ran out
of time -- I’ll call him tomorrow first thing -- unless I have
that meeting with my mortgage guy. Yeah, by the
afternoon for sure.”

“I left the guy three voice-mails and he hasn’t returned
my calls. I don’t want to seem like a pest. I just have to
wait till he calls me back. I’ve done all I can.”

Excuses. 

A woman sent me an e-mail with a quote passed on to
her by her father. You can make excuses or you can
make money -- but you can’t make both. 

Call Reluctance (CR), is a mental disease of salespeople
that leads to excuses -- both to oneself and to others
(mostly bosses). The so-called reluctance issue is subject
to debate as to whether it even is a problem -- or just a
mask for a deeper issue. Things like fear of rejection, or
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lack of belief in your product. Those are real problems.
I think reluctance is a bunch of crap.

Look below for some real answers from expert Emily
Huling to get rid of the issue and build your sales skills
at the same time.

Here are a few “Emily Remedies”
to overcome this wallet crippling condition:
Get out your sales books. Just read for 30-minutes a
day. Get one new technique and try it out as soon as you
learn it. Sharp skills and new ideas lead to the confidence
to pick up the phone and call someone new.

Convert their information to a few ideas you
think they can use. When you walk in their door with
questions AND answers, you convert the fear energy
drain to an air of self confidence -- and have all your
energy saved for the positive elements of the sale.

Make time and set the time. Make a time to make
calls. From 8am-10am every day. Set minimum standards
for success (make one appointment each day, make four
follow-up calls, make one sale), and don’t quit until you
achieve them. 

Make it a game. W. Clement Stone, the great motivator
and founder of Success magazine and Combined
Insurance, required his sales people to put 20 pebbles in
their right pocket at the beginning of the day. With each
sales call, they moved one pebble to their left pocket. He
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would not allow them to quit selling that day until all the
pebbles had been moved to the left pocket. Try this with
$5 bills. Pay yourself for every call. 

Think yes instead of fearing no. Get a small yes
by thinking you will. Appointments, permission to send
something before the visit, anything that is “yes.” Think
you will and you will get what you’re thinking. The
“little engine” did.

Keep “no” in perspective. Think of “no” in new ways.
Position “no” in your mind as “no big deal” Think of no
as the gateway to yes. Think of “no” as meaning “not
yet.” Keep in mind that the average salesperson takes
six attempts to make one live contact, so don’t give up!

Reward yourself every day. Keep your goals visible,
and reward yourself when they are achieved. Nothing
like a well-earned coffee latte!

Reverse the process in your mind. Try to make the
prospect qualify for you, instead of the other way around.
If you feel CR creeping in, start the turnaround process
right away. Believe in yourself, motivate yourself to take
action, and visualize the success that will come. Review
past success to give present self-confidence, and ensure
future success.

Call Reluctance is a symptom, NOT A PROBLEM.
If you want to get over it, find out what’s causing it
(the REAL problem), and you will be the winner in the
battle for who (or what) controls your mind. And your
bank account.
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NO FOLLOW-UP SYSTEM?
NO SALE!

Since 98% of all sales are NOT made on the first call,
follow-up is as important as any part of the selling
process. Follow-up starts early. When you respond
to an inquiry call either by phone or by appointment,
that first sales call you make is actually a follow-up.

You must have an organized method or system of
following-up if you want to make the sale. There are
several types of follow-up systems. Pick one that works
for you, your type of business, the size and complexity
of the sale, and one that you will use faithfully.

Here are a few examples:

1. Personal computer … If you use one, there are
programs specifically designed for sales follow-up.
It’s a bells and whistles database with mail merge and
date-to-follow-up tickler reminders, and a bunch of fields
to help control the sale. Also, you can a retrieve your
data a number of ways … by call back date, by product,
by priority, etc. A personal computer is by far the best
follow-up method, and should be used if at all possible.
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2. Single sheet notebooks … (one page for each
prospect) Design your sheet so that all information you
need is at your fingertips, and update information the
same moment you receive it. This system works well
because it keeps you up to date with the progress of
each prospect. This type of system is a must if you have
big ticket items that may take several weeks to close.
I have found it’s best to keep your top ten or twenty
hot prospects in the front of the book, with the rest
filed alphabetically by customer name. You must review
your “hot ones” once a day, and your entire book once
a week. 

3. Business card file … The easiest system to make.
Write tiny notes on the back (and eventually front) of the
card. Space to write is a limitation; $5 investment from
the office supply store buys you a business card file with
space for 100 prospects, and you’re ready to go. The card
book can also be used as a supplemental system to the
computer before information is entered.

4. 3”x5” or 5”x 8” card file (Staple business cards to save
time) … a combination of the business card and
notebook system; great if many follow-ups are needed
before a prospect commits to a sale.

5. Daytimer … It’s good because you usually have it
handy to write notes and meeting dates. It’s bad because
you’re constantly rewriting, and nothing is in any kind
of order.
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6. Yellow pad … Not a very good system. Pages get lost,
constant recopying, and you panic when you misplace
the pad.

7. scraps of paper …This method is guaranteed to
make you look bad, lose sales, and eventually find a
new career.
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Notes to better productivity: 
• Have special 8.5 x 11 lead
sheets around the office for
inquiries instead of message pads.
Have a checklist and plenty of
lined note space on the sheet to
determine what type of follow-ups
need to be or have been made,
and when. 

• Update all information the same
moment you receive it or do it.

• Photocopy everything once a
week. Keep back-up copies in
case of loss.



SALES TOOLS ARE
A VITAL PART OF THE
FOLLOW-UP PROCESS.

Your ability to create follow-up tools can significantly
enhance your image with the prospect, and make the sale
more often.

In my experience I have found sales tools are the most
under-employed weapon in the selling process. Defined
as an aid or prop in the selling process, sales tools can be
a tremendous boost to productivity, especially if several
follow-ups are needed to make the sale.

There are every day tools like the phone, fax, letter,
brochures, and literature, but the extraordinary
salesperson creates unique tools to entice the prospect
to buy now and to choose his/her product over the
competition.

Review the tools listed below and see if they might be
effective in your sales gameplan. 

• Personal note (imprinted with your company name and
logo, greeting card size) … hand written. Better and more
effective than the common business letter. Gives the
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prospect the feeling that you care.

• Package of letters from satisfied customers …
No salesperson is more persuasive than third party
endorsements.

• Try to get a third party mutual friend to endorse you …
An incredibly powerful tool.

• Additional support literature … like a copy of a
favorable article recently printed can give you an
additional reason to mail and call.

• Video tape supporting your product/service … prepared
by you or your supplier; if a picture is worth 1000 words,
a video is worth 1,000,000.

• Meet at a networking event (lead club, chamber
function, etc.)… Business/social engagements are a way
of business life in Charlotte.

• Invitation to your facility … Building the business
relationship by showing yours with pride. A welcome sign
for the visitor, and happy, enthusiastic greetings by all
members of your team.

• Ad specialty … small, useful (post-it note pad, coffee
mug, t-shirt), or unique item that will be used, seen, or
talked about.
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• Lunch appointment … Spending a few extra $$ can
often lead to the sale.

• After work meeting … Meeting the prospect after hours
can be more relaxed and informative. Get to know and
like your prospect. People will buy from their friends first.

• Tickets … sporting event tickets, cultural events tickets,
and seminar tickets, are appreciated and can help build
a relationship.

• Letters and faxes … can be used effectively if short,
informative, and humorous.

• Telephone … the second most powerful weapon
in selling (live visits being the first). Calls can set up
meetings, give information, and close the deal; but calls
can get redundant, and many times don’t get returned.
It’s also hard to get a signed contract over the phone,
and checks don’t squeeze through the little holes very
well. Use the phone with respect, stay in control at all
times, always have a purpose for calling, and NEVER
get off the call without having set the next meeting or
contact, and confirming it.
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MOST SALES
ARE MADE AFTER

THE SEVENTH “NO.”
It takes five to ten exposures (follow-ups) to a prospect
to make the first sale. The prospect may not actually say
“no” seven times, but each time you follow-up and the
prospect doesn’t buy, he’s saying: “not now, buddy;
do something else for me; I’m still shopping around;
I haven’t met with my partner; try again later; in short,
you haven’t sold me yet”.

As a professional salesperson you better have what it
takes to persevere through the follow-up process and
not quit. Be willing to put forth the effort to get to the
7th “no,” or consider taking a job with a salary.

Here are some follow-up guidelines
to ensure early closing success …

• Know your prospects hot buttons
(things you think will make the
prospect buy), and work with them
in constructing your follow-up plan.

• Present new information relative
to the sale.
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• Be creative in your style and
presentation manner.

• Be sincere about your desire to help
the customer first, and the commission
second.

• Be direct in your communication.
Beating around the bush will only
frustrate the prospect (and probably
cause him to buy elsewhere). Answer all
questions. Don’t patronize the prospect. 

• Be friendly. People like to buy from
friends.

• Use humor … Be funny. People love to
laugh. Making your prospect laugh is a
great way to establish common ground
and rapport. 

• When in doubt, sell benefits.

• Don’t be afraid to ask for the sale.

If there were a formula for following up it would be …
new information + creative + sincere + direct + friendly
+ humor = SALE … but there isn’t an exact formula.
Every follow-up is different, and elements from the above
guidelines must be chosen as called for.
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Don’t say “I called to see if you got my letter, info or
whatever …”, it sounds dumb … and it gives the prospect
a way out. If he doesn’t want to talk to you he’ll say,
“No, I never got it.” Where does that leave you? Nowhere.
Why not try: “I sent you some (name the stuff) the other
day and I wanted to go over a couple of things with you
personally, because they weren’t self-explanatory …”
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Here are a few lead-in lines you
might try so that you don’t feel
uneasy about how to start the
conversation:

• I thought of a few things that
might help you decide …

• Something new has occurred
that I thought you would like to
know about …

• There has been a change in
status …

• I was thinking about you, and
called to see if you had any
questions …



It’s likely you won’t bug the prospect if … He’s a salesman
himself; you have something new, creative, or funny to
say; you’re short and to the point; he’s genuinely interested
in your product or service; he returns your calls right away;
or, he likes you. 

It’s likely you will bug the prospect if … You call more
than three times without a returned call; you ask dumb
or pushy questions (probably because you didn’t listen
well in the first place); you are perceived as insincere;
you exert pressure too soon or too often; or, you are in
any way rude to the prospect or anyone on his staff.

Follow-up is another word for persistence. Your ability to
follow-up will determine your success in sales. Ask any
professional salesperson the secret for success, he or she
will answer … persistence.
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WHAT DOES FOLLOW-UP
HAVE TO DO WITH

A BAG OF POTATO CHIPS?
Hot prospect. 

You just made a good phone contact or had a brief
meeting, and the prospect is interested in becoming a
customer. It’s time for your first follow-up. What do you
do? Well, you probably send a package with so much
information inside -- it turns the US postal service from
the brink of bankruptcy into a profit making organization.

Most follow-up packages include a video, a brochure,
an audio tape or two, an article from some magazine,
product flyers, testimonial letters, a fax on demand
number, an order form, several other items you think the
prospect “can’t do without,” and a cover letter -- whew! 

You have just employed Gitomer’s “reverse law of
puking” -- you’re puking on the prospect before they
have a chance to puke on you.

How much follow up is too much? I say just give them
one potato chip worth.
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What happens when you give someone one potato chip?
They want another one. The prospect calls and says,
“Hey Jeffrey, got any more potato chips?” -- Yes I do --
then I grab them (by the throat).

If the sale is in the bag -- don’t give it all at once.
Give them too many potato chips they lose interest.
The prospect will eat what he wants, get full, and never
call you again.

Just give one
potato chip --

’cause you can’t
eat just one.

One potato chip follow up -- it makes the prospect
want more. Here are four ways to employ the Gitomer
“One potato chip” follow-up method:

1. Fax half of an article of high interest.
Let them call you for the other half.

2. Send a letter with enclosed please find --
and then don’t enclose it.

3. Fax a joke on Monday, fax a joke on
Tuesday, fax a joke on Wednesday, fax a joke
on Thursday -- what’s going to happen on
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Friday if he doesn’t get your fax. He’ll start
asking where it is.

4. Fax a question on Monday, answer it on
Tuesday. Fax a question on Wednesday,
answer it on Thursday. Fax a question on
Friday -- is he going to be looking for an
answer on Monday or not? Call him and say,
“I’ve got the answer, I’ve also got some coffee
and donuts -- can I come over?” You bet.

Each chip -- if given one at a time -- will lead to more
prospect interest -- and eventually to a sale. One potato
chip at a time will create the after thirst for the sale.
Keep them wanting one more chip until there is only
chip left -- the order form. 

One potato chip --
not the whole bag.
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FOLLOW-UP CALL
AFTER THE LETTER

HAS BEEN SENT
Salespeople often send letters of introduction or
information about products and then follow up with
a phone call that begins with the stupid question:
“Did you get my letter?”

What are you thinking? The prospect will always say “no.”
Now what sales genius? Go through the sales dance to
send another or explain what it was that wastes the
prospects time and destroys your ability to create a
credible message.

Try this instead …

“Mr. Johnson, I sent you a letter and some information
on Monday about our revolutionary computer software
and how it can be put to use by your accounting
department to increase productivity and eliminate errors
-- but the information was not totally self explanatory --
If you would grant me a ten minute opportunity to show
you how it’s working in businesses like yours, it could
mean years of greater productivity and increased
employee satisfaction.”
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“By the way, I have a five minute fail-safe point in the
demonstration. If you have no interest at the five minute
mark, you ring a gong and I get up and walk out --
no questions asked. If you elect to continue, I reward
you with the latest edition of Taming the Paper Tiger, a
book about office organization and personal productivity
as my gift to you for taking the time to listen. When is
your best time of day to have ten un-interrupted minutes?”

This strategy of calling after letters and information has
been sent will work -- if you key in on the operative
phrase the information I sent you was not totally self
explanatory. This gives you the opportunity to ask for
time to explain.

The letter and mailing will also play a part in building
the “interest” of the prospect. Be sure your letter is BRIEF
and asks a few hard questions that creates thought in the
mind of the prospect -- questions like -- “If it took your
accounting department 20% longer to process invoices
than was necessary how would you know it?” or “How
much does one accounting error cost your company? How
many did you make yesterday?” Be sure any information
you send cites similar situations and testimonials. One
word of praise from a satisfied customer is worth one
thousand words of product description.

You can also play off of the letter and ask the prospect in
the follow up call -- “I was calling to see how you were
able to answer the questions?” This immediately engages
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the prospect -- and if they never got the letter, it gives
you implied permission to ask the questions -- and you
still win.

Here are the rules of follow-up
after letter/info pack …

• Never ask if they got it -- assume they got it -- or better,
arrange through an administrative person to have it put
on the decider’s office chair.

• Have a great question to start the conversation --
NEVER start talking about your company. This may hurt
your feelings, but the reality is the prospect doesn’t care
about your company. The key to gaining interest is to
ask a thought provoking question about his business that
makes him answer in terms of your business.

• Use similar situations, not facts and figures. 

• Don’t pin your hopes on the fact that your product or
service “saves money.” Everyone makes that claim.
Prospects don’t listen to that claim. The cry of Saving
Money is similar to the cry of an automobile alarm -- they
go off so often that no one pays attention. Think about
the last time you heard a car alarm go off. Did you drop
what you were doing and call the police? No, you just
ignored it as “false.” Same with claims of money -- they
are ignored.

• Be sincere, friendly and relaxed. If you have a script,
rehearse it until it sounds natural. Think of the prospect
as your best friend. Speak to him in the same manner.
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• Inject humor as often as possible. If you’re asking
for the appointment and the prospect says, “How much
does this cost?” You say - “Oh, I don’t charge to make a
sales call.” HUMOR - Make me laugh and you can make
me buy!

• Pre-identify objections and script answers. Since there
are no new objections, it seems silly to be un-prepared
when one occurs. 

• Before you call, know your objective (appointment,
interview, trial use, sale) and keep that in focus no
matter what. Don’t hang up without making some sort
of sale, even if it’s just another call-back at a more
convenient time.

My observation is that the more creative you are in your
approach, the easier it is to get the appointment and
make the sale. Creative letters, packages, methods of
delivery, and phone connections are the key to getting
in the door. How creative are you?
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LIFE IS JUST A BOWL
OF JELLY BEANS.

SO IS SALES.
This e-mail arrived the other day:

Jeffrey, I follow-up all my ‘cold calls’ ... even the brush-offs
... with a small box of jellybeans and my business card
attached. They may not remember me, but they never
forget the jelly beans. And I almost always get a thank you
phone call for the jelly beans. (I have yet to receive a
thank you for the cold call!) I hate cold calls, but I love
sending the jelly beans! And in the end, I’m having fun,
and so, I consider myself successful!

-- Mary McMahon

I immediately responded with “GREAT” and asked for
permission to reprint the idea. She wrote back …

HIT THE PRESS!!! My brother and I are in the ‘take-over’
phase! We are assuming ownership our father’s circular
knit business. In layman’s terms: We manufacture fabrics
for women’s bras. The business has been on the decline for
several years. Time for some new blood, new ideas and
new energies. My brother George and I are in the process
of “recreating” the bra business. We developed a new
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company logo, and have hit the streets (though not always
running!) One of the products we are re-designing is the
bra-strap, but to get manufactures to even listen to the
idea is like pulling teeth. So ... enter the jelly beans. Within
a week I started getting responses! My next idea is to put
a one-pound bag of jelly beans in a molded bra cup that
is made from our fabrics. Attach our business cards and
a thank you note … you’ve heard of the gift basket ...
why not a “bra basket?” I know it sounds “out there,” but
we have nothing to lose and potential business to gain!

I responded with an idea for the card attached: “Your
cup runneth over.” Mary loved it. Mary is on her way
to success. Mary is having fun.

The key word in this sales lesson? FUN. And you ain’t
having enough of it, baby. 

Should you incorporate some fun into your sales? YES!
Here are a few “fun” examples. Don’t just read them and
smile. Read them and grin when you figure out a way to
adapt the lesson or incident to your business life.

COLD CALL: I once asked a salesman what his most
effective line on a cold call was. He replied, “Hi! My
name is Craig -- how do you like me so far?” He said it
sometimes gets a smile, sometimes gets a laugh, but
always gets him in the door. How much fun is your
opening line on a cold call?
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HOTEL CHECK IN: “Last name?” snorted the desk clerk
as I walked up to the hotel counter. “Gitomer” I replied.
“Spell that” she demanded. W-E-L-C-O-M-E I responded.
Why can’t people just look at you, smile, be friendly,
and engage you? Because they aren’t having any FUN.

SAME SCENARIO -- FUN VERSION: “I’ll bet your last name
is Johnson!” The desk clerk says with a smile. “No, it’s
Gitomer.” I reply. “GITOMER!!” she exclaims. “I was going
to say that next!” Now everyone is smiling (even you) --
everyone is having fun, and a positive expectation is set.

YOU TRY IT: Any salesperson, gatekeeper, or sales clerk
can employ that “your name is…” scenario. And compare
it to your “professional” crap: May I help you? Or, you’re
here to see …? Or, Do you have an appointment? Or, May
I tell him what this is in reference to? No fun. And yours
is often borderline rude.

FINAL PROOF: Let’s take the example of Southwest
Airlines. Do they have great service? No. They are as hard
to get on the phone as any other airline. Do they treat
their customers like king? No. They herd them into planes
like cattle, offer festival seating, and serve them nuts. So
what’s the difference? Low prices? Well, sometimes -- but
many airlines are matching their prices on similar routes.
The Southwest difference is FUN. Their people tell jokes
and kid around. Their customers are smiling when they
enter the plane, and have a positive expectation of a
great experience -- even though if you take away the
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humor and the laughs, it’s the same or worse as any other
airline. Their humor is so good, people re-tell the jokes at
parties, in offices, and at business gatherings. 

How many of your sales pitch are people re-telling?
Answer: NONE

One other thing of note about Southwest airlines --
they make a PROFIT, and have every quarter for more
than a decade. The other, more snooty (not having any
fun but claiming to be professional) airlines can’t make
a dime at TEN TIMES the price. Funny -- but, funny in
a pathetic sort of way.

What kind of fun are you having? Any? How many
smiles are you creating? What’s your fax cover sheet like?
Is there a joke on it? Does your voice mail message have
a smile? Do you have a quote that someone will show
one another.

You think fun isn’t attractive? How many e-mailed jokes
do you get? I got an e-mail the other day – 

Sad News. I don’t usually pass on sad news like this, but
sometimes we need to pause and remember what life is all
about. There was a great loss recently in the entertainment
world: Larry LaPrise, the Detroit native who wrote the
song “Hokey Pokey” died a few weeks ago at 83. It was
especially difficult for the family to keep him in the casket.
they’d put his left leg in and ... well, you know the rest ...
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I howled. Sent it to twenty people. Fun gets e-mailed
around the world millions of times in seconds. How many
of your brochures are being resent to someone else?
Answer: NONE. That ought to be a clue. 

NOTE WELL: Fun involves risk. The biggest risk is that
someone will throw you out for being unprofessional.
If that would be the case in most of your sales situations,
then either I’m dead wrong, or you’re in the wrong
industry. 

MY RECOMMENDATION: Take more risks. Now I’m NOT
saying clown around and act stupid (you have weekends
and bars for that). I am saying lighten up and enjoy the
ride. Me? I’m in sales to have fun -- and the more fun
I have, the more money I make.

“But Jeffrey,” you whine. “You don’t understand, my boss
will kill me, fire me, blah, blah …” Just show him some
new sales and he will hug you, not bug you.
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Wanna make
more sales?
Go ahead,

make ’em laugh.
If you can

make ’em laugh,
you can

make ’em buy.
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Order Form
Quantity Item Description Price Total

Books
The Sales Bible (Softcover Book) $20
The Sales Bible (Hardcover Book with Flash Cards) $32
The Sales Bible Mem-Cards $6
Customer Satisfaction is Worthless, Customer Loyalty is Priceless
(Book & Flash Cards)

$30

Customer Satisfaction is Worthless, Customer Loyalty is Priceless
Flashcards

$6

The Patterson Principles of Selling (New book) $20
Knock Your Socks Off Selling (book) $18
Jeffrey Gitomer’s Little Red Book of Selling (New book) $20
Thinkertoys (book) $18

CDs
Instant Sales (6 CD-Roms – video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
The Force (5 CD pack plus workbook) $99
Cold Calling (CD PACK – 1CD and booklet) $49
Customer Loyalty Live (6 CD pack plus handout) $99
Position! Don’t Compete (2 Audio Tapes of a 2-Hour Live Seminar with booklet) $99
Power Networking (6 CD-Roms – video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
Earl Nightingale’s The Strangest Secret (1 CD) $30
Earl Nightingale’s Creative Thinking (2 CD set) $60
Earl Nightingale’s Lead the Field (3 CD set) $60
The New New Economy (CD - video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
Creativity (CD - video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
How Different Are You? (CD – video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
Got Attitude? Which Kind? (CD – video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99
Positive Attitude (CD – video for your computer and audio for your car!) $99

Packs
Personal Starter Pack (Customer Loyalty book, Sales Bible softcover book, Sales

Bible Mem-Cards, Cold Calling CD, Strangest Secret CD)

$99

Personal Success Pack (Customer Loyalty book, Sales Bible softcover book, Sales

Bible Mem-Cards, Cold Calling CD, Strangest Secret CD, Instant Sales Set, New New Economy
CD)

$199

Creativity Pack (Thinkertoys book, Creativity CD, How Different Are You? CD, Creative

Thinking CD-set)

$99

Leader’s Success Pack (Customer Loyalty book, Sales Bible softcover book, Sales

Bible Mem-Cards, Cold Calling CD, Strangest Secret CD, Instant Sales CD pack, New New
Economy CD, Thinkertoys book, Creativity CD, How Different Are You? CD, Creative Thinking
CD-set, Power Networking CD pack, Force CD pack)

$299
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 Seminar Registration
Quantity Seminar Name Price Total

Teleseminar Registration
Quantity Teleseminar Name Price Total

Other
Quantity Product Name Price Total

Total
Subtotal

Shipping -- $4.00 per item

SALES TAX – 7.5%
NORTH CAROLINA

RESIDENTS

TOTAL

Form of payment…

Check           Invoice          Mastercard           Discover        Visa         American Express

  Card # ______________________________________________ Exp Date _____________________

  Email Address  ____________________________________________________________________

  Name ____________________________________________________________________________

  Company Name ___________________________________________________________________

 Address __________________________________________________________________________

 City _____________________________________________  State _______ Zip ________________

 Phone ______________________________________ Fax __________________________________

BuyGitomer, Inc • 310 Arlington Ave #329 • Charlotte, NC 28203 • office 704/333-1112 • fax 704/333-1011 • www.gitomer.com
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Jeffrey
Gitomer
Chief Executive Salesman

Jeffrey Gitomer is the
author of best-selling
The Sales Bible now in its
18th printing, Customer
Satisfaction Is Worthless
-- Customer Loyalty
Is Priceless, and
The Patterson Principles
of Selling. Jeffrey’s
books have sold more
than 500,000 copies
world wide.

Over 100 presentations
a year. Jeffrey gives
seminars, runs annual
sales meetings, and
conducts training
programs on selling and
customer loyalty. He has
presented an average of
120 seminars a year for
the past ten years.
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Big Corporate Customers. Jeffrey’s customers include
Coca-Cola, DR Horton, Caterpillar, BMW, Cingular Wireless,
Hilton, Choice Hotels, Enterprise Rent-A-Car, Cintas, Milliken,
NCR, Stewart Title, Comcast Cable, Time Warner Cable,
Ingram Micro, Wells Fargo Bank, Baptist Health Care, Blue
Cross Blue Shield, Hyatt Hotels, Carlsburg Beer, Wausau
Insurance, Northwestern Mutual, MetLife, Sports Authority,
GlaxoSmithKline, A.C. Nielsen, IBM, AT&T, and hundreds
of others.

In front of millions of readers every week. His syndicated
column Sales Moves appears in more than 95 business
newspapers, and is read by more than 4 million people
every week. 

And every month. Jeffrey’s column appears in more than
25 trade publications and newsletters. Jeffrey has also been
a contributor and featured expert in Entrepreneur and
Selling Power magazines.

On the Internet. His three WOW websites -- www.gitomer.com,
www.trainone.com, and www.knowsuccess.com get as many
as 5,000 hits a day from readers and seminar attendees. His
state of the art web-presence and e-commerce ability has set
the standard among peers, and has won huge praise and
acceptance from customers.
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Up Your Sales Web-based Sales Training. A weekly
streaming video (low cost -- high value) sales training lesson
is now available on www.trainone.com. The content is pure
Jeffrey -- fun, pragmatic, real world, and immediately
implementable. This innovation is leading the way in the
field of e-learning. 

Sales Caffeine. A weekly “e-zine” sales wake-up call
delivered every Tuesday morning to more than 80,000
subscribers free of charge. This allows us to communicate
valuable sales information, strategies, and answers to sales
professionals on a timely basis.

Sales Assessment Online. New for 2003 is the world’s first
customized sales assessment. Renamed a “successment”, this
amazing sales tool will not only judge your selling skill level
in twelve critical areas of sales knowledge, it will give you
a diagnostic report that includes 50 mini sales lessons as it
rates your sales abilities, and explains your customized
opportunities for sales knowledge growth. Aptly named
KnowSuccess -- the company’s mission is: You can’t know
success until you know yourself.

Award for Presentation Excellence. In 1997, Jeffrey was
awarded the designation Certified Speaking Professional (CSP)
by the National Speakers Association. The CSP award has
been given less than 500 times in the past 25 years.

Buy Gitomer, Inc. • 310 Arlington Avenue • Loft 329 • Charlotte, NC 28203

office www.gitomer.com • fax 704/333-1112 • e-mail salesman@gitomer.com
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